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Water Saving Alkalinity Reverse Osmosis buying vs. renting
The Initial investment to purchase a Boyett Family water saving alkalinity reverse osmosis unit $896.82
(this price includes tax and installation).
Year 1
Initial investment $896.82
Year 2
$206.02 service and filter change
$167.48 new membrane to keep A+ RO water
Year 3
$206.02 service and filter change
$167.48 new membrane to keep A+ RO water
Year 4
$206.02 service and filter change
$167.48 new membrane to keep A+ RO water
Year 5
$642.18 (includes tax); per the manufacture; the entire unit must be rebuilt (all lines and canisters are
replace; this price includes filters and sanitation; and a new membrane)
The unit must be brought into our factory (we will return this rebuilt RO and reinstall this one week later)

Total money invested over 5 years owning a reverse osmosis $2,659.50

To rent a Water Saving Alkalinity Reverse Osmosis at $36/month plus tax; $75 installation fee:

We change the unit out every year. This includes all the filters and membrane.

Total money invested renting a reverse osmosis unit over 5 years

$2,334.00 monthly payments over 5 years
+

75.00 initial installation fee

$2,409.00
If you give us a positive testimony on one of the public internet platforms (every 6 months) we will
give you one month free each time. Savings over 5 years $389.00.

To rent a reverse osmosis over a 5 year period vs. purchasing; you will save $250.50 + $360.00
‘positive comment rewards’ = $639.50 savings by renting.

Here is a web page address in which we ask and answer questions about reverse osmosis units
and discuss the evolution of this process:
http://wp.azh2o.com/frequent-asked-questions-about-reverse-osmosis/

By changing the membrane yearly – this will protect you and your loved ones from the pharmaceutical
drugs that are now being detected in many water sources.

The following link summarizes an article explaining the drugs that are being found in many water sources;
and explains the reverse osmosis process will ‘solve most of these concerns’. However, it is more
important to maintain the reverse osmosis membrane as new – due to the heightened water concerns:

http://azh2o.com/pdf/drugsinwatersupply.pdf

Respectfully, Brian Hayden Boyett BS, MWS, CI
07.23.15 11:30 AM

We would like to introduce to you our new RO leak control device (reverse
osmosis systems Phoenix, Arizona). This is our third generation RO leak
control device. We first heard that we can apply a leak controller to protect
your assets in 2007. From the time we installed our first leak controller; we
have installed all of our RO units with leak controllers. We will always look
for the best gear and parts to provide to you. I make this personal promise
to you: if there is a better leak controller that is developed – we will always
change yours to the best.
Flowlok Leak Protection System
This is how the RO leak protection device appears

Part number FLK-14

FLK-Pad
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Reverse osmosis tubing
According to the company that manufactures this product:

The Flowlok leak protection system is a series of products designed to help customers’
safe guard against possible leaks from their water filtration System. The products help
consumers by shutting off the water supply to their filtration system if water from a leak
is detected. The Flowlok Leak Protection System requires no electricity and is an

economical device that all water filtration owners should have to help minimize issues
associated with water damage. Flowlock is easy to install and retrofits takes no more
than 15 minutes to perform.

The Flowlok Leak Detector (FLK-14) is an innovative device that installs right below
your water filtration system in minutes. No special tools are required and it does not
need electricity (or batteries) to operate. Flowlok leak detectors (FLK-14) utilize a
highly compressed safety disc (FLK-Pad) that expands when it absorbs water. Once
the safety disc has detected water it expands and trips the Flowlok safety lever to shut
off the water entering the water filtration device. Safety discs are replaceable. Boyett’s
Family Rayne Water Conditioning will provide these safety discs (FLK-Pad) at no charge.
Boyett’s Family Rayne Water Conditioning includes these as a standard feature on all of
our reverse osmosis installations. If you rent an RO unit from our company; we will
change this unit every 5 years at no charge.
Leak detectors will prevent this:
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This is the component we have discovered to make the RO process more feasible for our clients
(saves water and raises the PH ‘provides you delicious tasting water’). We can now add
magnesium to your water by utilizing a natural resource.
. Based upon our research 50% of people need more magnesium in their diet; we may be able
to help you.

This process we call our New RO Development

This web page contains more information : http://azh2o.com/new-ro-development/

